Joint AFRALO-AfricaICANN Statements Workspace

All AFRALO/AfricaICANN Statements from Brussels to present

Hamburg, Virtual online meeting, October 2020

- Statement "Status, Impact and Recommendations for Universal Acceptance (UA) in Africa" - EN version
- Déclaration "Statut, impact et recommandations pour l’acceptation universelle (UA) en Afrique" - version FR
- Reply from Dr. Ajay Data, Chair UASG
- Reply from Theresa Swinehart SVP, Global Domains & Strategy "Subject: Status, Impact and Recommendations for Universal Acceptance (UA) in Africa"

Kuala Lumpur, Virtual online meeting Enhancing the resilience of the ICANN community in the face of calamities, June 2020

- Statement "Enhancing the resilience of the ICANN community in the face of calamities" - EN version
- Déclaration "Renforcement de la résilience de la communauté de l'ICANN en cas de catastrophes" - version FR

Cancun, Virtual online meeting, March 2020

- Statement "Call on the ICANN Org and Community to intensify their efforts in curbing DNS Abuse" - EN version
- Déclaration "Demander à l'organisation et à la communauté de l'ICANN d'intensifier leurs efforts pour limiter l'utilisation malveillante du DNS" - version FR
- Letter from David Conrad, CTO ICANN response to ICANN 67 statement "Call on the ICANN org and Community to intensify their efforts in curbing DNS Abuse"

Marrakech, Morocco, June 2019

- Statement "Evolving the ICANN Multi-stakeholder Model (MSM)" - EN version
- Déclaration "Faire évoluer le modèle multipartite (MSM) de l'ICANN" - version FR

Kobe, Japan, March 2019

- New gTLD Subsequent Procedure: Proposal of Neustar regarding the upcoming round of New gTLDs - EN version
- Letter from Cherine Chalaby Chair, ICANN Board of Directors in response to the Joint AFRALO-AfricaICANN ICANN64

Barcelona, November 2018

- AFRALO-AfricaICANN statement to the New gTLD Subsequent Procedures PDP WG - EN

Panama, June 2018

- The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) - EN version
- Le règlement général sur la protection des données (RGPD) - FR version

Abu Dhabi, November 2017

- The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) - EN version
- Règlement général sur la protection des données - FR version

Copenhagen, March 2017

- "At-Large Review: an African perspective" - EN version
- "L'examen global: une perspective africaine" - FR version

Response: Letter from Ms. Theresa Swinehart, Senior VP - Multistakeholder Strategy & Strategic Initiatives at ICANN.

Hyderabad, November 2016

- "IANA Stewardship Transition and ICANN Accountability: the African Perspective" - EN version
• Transition de l'intendance de responsabilisation IANA et l'ICANN: la perspective africaine - FR version

Helsinki, June 2016
• IANA transition and ICANN Accountability - Africa Perspective - EN
• IANA transition and ICANN Accountability - Africa Perspective - FR

Marrakesh, March 2016
• Enhancing ICANN accountability: the CCWG final proposal

Dublin, October 2015
• IANA and ICANN accountability transition - Africa perspective

Buenos Aires, June 2015
• African views on the Proposal of the Governance of Internet unique identifiers - EN
• African views on the Proposal of the Governance of Internet unique identifiers - FR

Singapore, February 2015
• ICANN Accountability

Los Angeles, October 2014
• IANA Stewardship transition and ICANN Accountability seen by the African Community

Beijing, April 2013
• AFRALO-AfrICANN Declaration of the Joint Meeting of the African Community in Beijing April 2013

Prague, June 2012
• ICANN African Community on the Low African Participation in the Applications for New gTLD

San Jose, March 2012
• ICANN African Community on the new gTLD Applicant Support Program

Dakar, October 2011
• ICANN African Community participating in the Joint AFRALO-AfrICANN Meeting

Singapore, June 2011
• ICANN Summit on Developing Countries

San Francisco, March 2011
• ICANN Geographic Regions Review

Cartagena, December 2010
• Support for New gTLD Applicants - Cartagena Statement Final
• Statement on African Participation - Final

Brussels, June 2010
• Statement on Support for new gTLD Applicants - Final
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